RULE S OF TOU RNAME NT
1. RULES:
The tournament is played by the rules according to the “International Football Association Board”,
the FIFA and the ÖFB (Austrian Football Association). The organizer received all permissions
required for hosting the tournament. Responsible for the operation is the committee that was
especially recruited for this event.
2. REFEREES:
All matches are run by referees of the SFV (member of the ÖFB).

3. TEAMS:
Teams with approval of their respective national football association are permitted to take part in
this tournament. The teams must therefore be members of the respective FIFA-member association.

4. TEAM LEADER:
Every team must name an official team leader (>18 years). The name, address and date of birth of
the person must be noted down on the team list. The team leader is responsible for the correctness
of the teamlist, the punctual arrival to the matches, the behavior of the players, not only on the pitch
but also on all other areas that are made available.
5. AGE GROUPS:
U15 = (C-youth) 01.01.2005 and younger = 1+10 Boys / Girls 2004
U13 = (D1-youth) 01.01.2007 and younger = 1+8 Boys / Girls 2006
U12 = (D2-youth) 01.01.2008 and younger = 1+8 Boys / Girls 2007
U11 = (E1-youth) 01.01.2009 and younger = 1+6 Boys / Girls 2008
U10 = (E2-youth) 01.01.2010 and younger = 1+6 Boys / Girls 2009
U9 = (F1-youth) 01.01.2011 and younger = 1+6 Boys / Girls 2010
U8 = (F3-youth) 01.01.2012 and younger = 1+4 Boys / Girls 2011

6. CHECK-UP:
The team list must be filled out completely (name, date of birth, shirt number) and handed over to
the tournament committee before start of the event. A player's license must always be present in
case of a checkup. Every player must be registered at the national football association for the team.
GUESTPLAYERS ARE COMPLETELY FORBIDDEN!

7. RANKING GROUP STAGE:
Ranking is based on points. For a win 3 points, draw 1 point, loss 0 points. When points are tied: a)
goal difference; b) more goals scored; c) direct match; d) choose by lot! INTERMEDIATE STAGE:
draw = penalty shootout; FINALS: draw = penalty shootout (SFV = FIFA Rules)
8. MATCHES:
Only 18 players are allowed on the team list including replacement goalkeeper and change on the
fly is always possible (with re-exchange).
9. SHIRTS, KICK-OFF:
The first team in the playing schedule has kick-off and can choose the shirt color. Every team must
have a different colored second kit.
10. DISCIPLINARY MEASURES:
The referee reports every incident to the organization committee.
Designated penalties:
blue card: temporary suspension – the player must leave the pitch for 5 minutes; blue/red card:
suspension for the rest of the match + the following match; red card: same as blue/red; in case of
very rude fouls or misbehavior the tournament officials reserve the right to impose more severe
punishment (as far as disqualification). At matches of U11+U10+U9+ U8 any temporary suspended
player can be replaced by another immediately.
All suspensions will be reported to the SFV who then will forward those reports to the respective
national football association. At the PRELIMINARY STAGE the following cases will outcome in
invalid results: when the team doesn't arrive in time for the match, the team played with
unauthorized players, the team intentionally abandons a match. In the INTERMEDIATE and
FINAL STAGES teams with any of the aforementioned cases automatically loses the match 0:3. If a
team leaves the tournament ahead of schedule or doesn't finish the tournament (also on penalty
decisions) it will automatically be put on the last place of the respective play-off-list.
11. SPECIAL RULES:
U8(5) + U9(7) + U10(7) + U11(7) = NO offside, goalkeeper is permitted to pick up a back-pass.
12. PROTESTS:
Decisions made by the referees are factual and definite! Protests regarding different matters must be
reported in writing until 15 minutes after the match to the organization committee. The committee
also decides about cases that weren't defined in the tournament rules. Those decisions are definite
and binding.

13. PLAYING SCHEDULE:
The organization committee reserves the right to change the schedule in case of unpredictable
events.

14. LIABILITY:
THE PARTICIPATING TEAMS ARE ON THEIR OWN RESPONSIBILITY FOR A SUFFICIENT
INSURANCE OF THEIR PLAYERS AND EQUIPMENT. THE ORGANIZER AND THE EUROSPORTRING ARE NOT LIABLE FOR DAMAGE TO PERSONS, PROPERTIES AND THEFT!

